
Drive Automotive Productivity with
Speech-Powered Operations
aiOla’s patented speech technology integrates seamlessly into

various workflows to enhance operational efficiency, improve safety,

save time, and streamline operations. Teams across state lines and

global borders can connect data, gain insights, and identify trends to

expedite workflows and enable process optimization.

Our patented automatic speech recognition (ASR) and natural

language understanding (NLU) technologies specifically address the

automotive services industry's unique challenges, providing a tailored

and comprehensive solution for automotive companies, repair shops,

dealerships, and other automotive service providers.

Speak Productivity into Action
Improve efficiency, productivity, safety, and operational excellence in an increasingly competitive market
Complement human intelligence and enable your team to speak through inspections and checklists
Understands 100+ languages and accents, as well as dialects, unique business jargon, and terminology  
Works seamlessly even with loud background noise in any acoustic environment
Capture otherwise lost data, enable trend spotting, and receive analytics to derive valuable insights 
Integrates seamlessly with your existing technology stack, including any CRM or ERP system
Little to no learning curve, making it simple for your team to use
Maximize safety with verbal data implementation and hands-free operations 

Ready to speak productivity into action?

aiOla is ready to listen.

Learn More
www.aiOla.com | info@aiOla.com

aiOla’s Impact:

Speak More,
Do More
Reduce:
Vehicle check-in time, data entry time,
diagnostic time, repair time, parts
procurement, checklist and inspection
processes 

Optimize: 
Customer satisfaction, on-site and
manufacturing service center
safety, manufacturing uptime, and
overall operational efficiencies

Sample Use Cases

Manufacturing 

Implement speech-based solutions in production line checklists,
quality inspections, SOPs, maintenance logs, pre-op, and in-
process inspections to optimize production, increase safety of
employees, and reduce error rates. 

Distribution Centers 

Optimize processes, such as receiving and unloading, sorting,
order verification and documentation with speech-based
solutions, while reducing the need for paper documentation.

Automotive & Service Operations

Complete time-sensitive workflows and operations via speech,
including: work orders, vehicle inspections, service
recommendations, parts ordering, vehicle check-ins, parts
procurement documentation and record-keeping, etc. 


